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The magical creatures of the Harry Potter movies take center stage in this spellbinding wall

calendar. From mythical beasts to pets, these fantastic animals are going to thrill fans of the films.

Calendar: 24 pages

Publisher: Day Dream; Wal edition (August 1, 2012)

Language: English

ISBN-10: 1423814118

ISBN-13: 978-1423814115

Product Dimensions:  11 x 0.2 x 12 inches

Shipping Weight: 8.8 ounces

Average Customer Review:  3.8 out of 5 starsÂ Â See all reviewsÂ (24 customer reviews)

Best Sellers Rank: #1,408,968 in Books (See Top 100 in Books)   #77 inÂ Books > Calendars >

Children's   #142 inÂ Books > Calendars > Science Fiction & Fantasy   #567 inÂ Books > Calendars
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The description of this calendar states that it is a wall calendar with a description of 11x12". In fact, it

isn't 11x12", it's 6x6". If you want a mini calendar, go ahead and order it, but if you really need a wall

calendar, buy it from someone else.

Since so many people are leaving negative reviews for having received a small calendar, I felt I had

to leave a review for the correct size. There are two formats listed. One is the "Calendar, August 1,

2012" for $13.49. Its name is "2013 Harry Potter Wall Calendar" and its product details

say:Publisher: Day Dream; Wal edition (August 1, 2012)Product Dimensions: 11 x 12 x 0.2

inchesThe other format, which I assume the negative reviews ordered, is "Calendar" for $7.99. Its

name is just "Harry Potter 2013 Calendar" and the product details state:Publisher: Meadwestvaco;

16m Min edition (July 15, 2012)Product Dimensions: 6.8 x 6.3 x 0.2 inchesUnfortunately, its

description does say "(11x12) Harry Potter - 16-Month 2013 Wall Calendar."My mother ordered the

Wall Edition for my son as a gift and it definitely is 22" x 12" when opened. If you are looking for the

wall calendar, order that one and it should be the correct size. If not, it is a seller issue, not a

product issue.



I ordered this calendar after having read the description carefully. Instead of the 11 x 12 calendar in

the description, I received a much smaller calendar that is 6.5" x 7.125" when closed. This does not

even allow for the plausible explanation that the description was in centimeters. The description is

just wrong. Buy this product if you are looking for a calendar that can fit in the palm of your hand.

This listing is midleading. The calendar is NOT 11x12. I was shocked to see how small it was when I

opened the bos. It is only 6x6 inches. Have to figure out how to return it.

this is a 16 month calendar. the last four months of 2012 are combined onto one page. thereafter,

each month in 2013 has its own page. format has pictures from the movies of the actors for each

calendar, with a large picture in the main part of the page and a different smaller picture in one of

the corners. it's great to look back at all of the years from the older movies when the actors were

younger.Sept 2012 to December 2012: large picture of our beloved Hedwig. small:Harry from

Sorcerer's Stone.Jan 2013: large: dobby; small: Harry from Chamber of Secrets in the hospital

wingFeb 2013: large: Aragog, the acromantula; small: Ron/Harry from Chamber of SecretsMar

2013: large: Fluffy; small: Harry/Ron/Hermione from Sorcerer's StoneApril 2013: large: basilisk;

small: Harry from Chamber of SecretsMay 2013: large: Buckbeak; small: Harry and Hermione from

Prisoner of AzkabanJune 2013: large: Kreacher; small: Harry, Ron, Hermione from Deathly

HallowsJuly 2013: large: Prof Lupin in his animagus form (werewolf); small: Hermione, Ron & Harry

from Prisoner of AzkabanAugust 2013: large: Bane the centaur; small: Harry & Ron in Order of the

PhoenixSept 2013: large: deatheater in a mask; small: Harry in Deathly Hallows part IOct 2013:

large: Voldemort; small: Dumbledore from Half Blood PrinceNov 2013: large: Griphook; small:

Harry, Ron, Hermione from Deathly Hallows part IIDec 2013: large: Gringott's dragon; small: Harry

& Hermione from Deathly Hallows part II

This is a very nice calendar, so nice in fact I had to order a second one because my daughter took

this one for her home. This calendar also has a widget that will come up with digital picture and

calendar for your computer.

Buyer beware. As has been noted before. It is a small 6"x6" calendar. I was really disappointed to

find this after receiving the product. Giving it a bad review is likely useless, since 2013 is almost

upon us and few future buyers may be looking for a calendar.



We have collected all the Harry Potter Wall Calendars. So happy that they continue to publish them

even though the books and movies have stopped. By the way, my husband and I are in our 70's

and have read each of the Harry Potter books and watched the movies many times.
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